PhD topic
Scenario and interaction-ready agents

Context & motivation

Enabling either humans, social robots or autonomous vehicles to interact with a group of virtual 3D agents is challenging, but would bring high benefits in many situations: It could be used in gaming and serious gaining (humans training in simulated environments), as well as for training social robots or vehicles in challenging, yet controlled scenarios. In all these cases, the virtual crowds should both be able to follow some coarse user-designed scenario, and to react in real time to the actions of the user.

In this thesis, we will focus on humans using VR to interact with virtual agents. The latter should both be reactive to the user’s actions and obey the pre-defined scenario assigned to them. Our methodology will be to rely on artificial intelligence, and especially reinforcement learning to progressively improve the behaviour of the virtual agents.

Objectives

- Develop solutions for expressive design of populated scenes guided by scenarios,
- Design mechanisms for agents to switch between behaviours guided by scenarios or guided through interactions with users and/or autonomous systems (virtual training of artificial intelligence),
- Introduce “interaction level-of-details” to balance simulation performances with interaction complexity,
- Evaluate the effect of interacting agents on the plausibility of the virtual scene (improved immersion and presence for users / transferability for AIs trained in synthetic worlds).

Expected Results

- A set of virtual environments populated with numerous characters with interaction capabilities,
- Methods to allow the expressive design of scenarios that shape the population and its activities,
- Populated virtual environments to train artificial intelligences (e.g., motion interaction training).
Planned visits to CLIPE Partners

- [4 months] Trinity College Dublin (Carol O’Sullivan). Perceptual evaluation studies.
- [4 months] Silversky3D (Marios Avraamides). VR industry applications.
- [2 months] University College London (Anthony Steed).

Candidate’s expected kills

Master in Computer Science with speciality in computer graphics or in AI/machine learning. C++ programming. Good level in English.
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